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The Sabbath Recorder.
My dear Wh:—

What have we each done this past year toward the salvation of souls? Presumably we have as a bandful of work, but that was not a large package each week possibly we have paid a dollar or two into the Society but that has not amounted to much. As we sow, so shall we reap. If we have been and so supplied by means of the Tracts, the advantages over any other kind of soul labor for some people will read a leaflet when they would not read a longer article or listen to an address, some will read a tract from one of our own strength, to which away the time while many will read a desire to know the truth. The work of Tract distribution can be attributed among all believers and thus each one can do something for the good and would it not be well if we had leaflets on other subjects to send out with the Sabbath tracts?

By John H. Randolph

I feel very much my incompetency to do work on the subject as assigned to me at our last Annual Session would have been better to have agreed to the subject to one more competent but you honored me with the appointment and I will endeavor to do the best within my power.

The Phœnix found fault with Jesus...
Ah! I see. This is a letter from America to the Editor of the Sabbath Recorder.

The letter discusses the effect of a recent event on the American Church. The author mentions that the event has had a greater impact on the Church than has been witnessed in the past.

The letter closes with a remark about the future of the Church in America.
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